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Charged ultrafiltration membranes combined with optimal operating conditions can be used to enable monoclonal antibodies 
purification. A positively charged ligand can significantly contribute to adsorption of negatively charged proteins and enhance the 
purification process.  
In this work, commercially available 300 kDa ultrafiltration polyethersulfone membranes were modified by sulfonation, followed by 
deposition of polyethyleneimine and cross-linking with butanedioldiglycidylether, with the objective of creating a positively charged 
membrane. The membrane was characterized with respect to hydrophilicity, morphology and permeability.  Filtration studies with 
different protein solutions were performed to determine the best conditions for antibodies purification from key impurities. The 
precursor and modified membranes exhibit selectivity according to pH value, ionic strength and proteins nature, but performance 
is still heavily influence by protein adsorption. Better results were obtained for pH 9 with a 56% rejection of antibodies and a purity 
of 70% on the permeate, for modified membranes. 
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1. Introduction 
Monoclonal antibodies (mAbs) are used in the treatment of a 
wide range of diseases (cancer, autoimmune, inflammatory) 
and are at the forefront of the new era of personalized therapy. 
Since the licensing of the monoclonal antibody for clinical use 
30 years ago, the industry has expanded exponentially and 
was valued at 75 billions of dollars, for the year 2014 [1], with 
mAbs accounting for almost 36% of all biopharmaceuticals 
under development [2]. With this growing demand, the 
development of efficient and trustworthy purification 
processes is imperative, in order to remove all kinds of impurities with reduced yield loss. 
The purification process must be capable of removing 
product-related impurities, such as high molecular weight 
aggregates, and also process-related impurities, like DNA, 
host cell proteins and culture media additives [3]. This removal 
is essential, since the impurities can affect the biological 
activity of the biopharmaceutical. 
The process of mAbs purification comprises two major steps. 
The first one, and probably the most preponderant, is a 
chromatography capture step, usually done in a packed bed, 
which results in a product with 98% purity. For more than a 
decade, the majority of mAbs have been captured using 
Protein A chromatography, which is extremely effective and 
selective in the removal of host cell proteins, virus particles, 
DNA and other impurities. Unfortunately, it has some 
drawbacks such as the formation of aggregates due to the 
elution at low pH and inability to remove aggregates formed 
during earlier processing steps [3]. Therefore, it is necessary 
a second step that removes the remaining aggregates, 
viruses, host cell proteins and leached proteins. This is the 
polishing step. Usually it comprises one or two 
chromatographic steps, normally cation exchange and anion 
exchange. However, packed-bed chromatography is typically 
associated with several major limitations mostly due to the 
high pressure drop across the bed and the dependence on 
intra-particle diffusion for the transport of the biomolecules to 
their binding sites, resulting in slow mass transfer. Other 
disadvantages include the requirement of buffer solutions in 
large volumes, high cost and comparatively long cycle times. 

Hence, there is significant interest in alternatives that 
decrease the number of processing steps without the loss of 
purity of the final product. Some of those alternatives are 
aqueous two phase extraction, precipitation and fractionation 
by ultrafiltration membrane ultrafiltration, which is the scope of 
this work [4]. 
Membrane based systems are very popular in the 
biotechnology industry due to its multipurpose character, that 
can make them useful for a large number of separation 
processes. They offer vast benefits such as: easy up-scaling, 
low energy requirements, the possibility of processing 
continuously and under mild conditions. Ultrafiltration (UF) is 
used for protein concentration and buffer exchange, largely 
replacing size exclusion chromatography for buffer exchange 
at industrial scale. High protein retention is achieved by using 
a small pore size membrane (between 1 and 20 nm), although 
recent studies have demonstrated the potential of exploiting 
both size and electrostatic interactions for enhanced 
ultrafiltration processes [4,5]. 
Since UF is a well-established technique for macromolecular 
separation, it is supported by large scale production of 
membrane materials, such as polysulfone (PS), 
polyethersulfone (PES), polyacrylonitrile (PAN) and cellulose-
based polymers (e.g. cellulose acetate). When choosing 
membrane filters, the type of material of the membrane should 
be compatible with the feed stream to be processed and 
provide the desired separation. Unfortunately, one of the main 
reasons that membrane processes, including UF, are not used 
on a much larger scale is the flux decline during the process. 
This happens due to reversible and irreversible processes 
such as concentration polarization near the membrane 
interface and fouling due to the adsorption of retained colloidal 
and macromolecular material on the membrane surface, and 
inside the membrane pores [6]. Fouling can be chemically 
controlled via modification of the membrane surface reducing 
the attractive forces or increasing the repulsive forces 
between solute and membrane. In addition, the adjustment of 
pH value and ionic strength of the feed can strongly influence 
membrane fouling, although, in most cases the permeate flux 
is clearly determined by the membrane itself. Therefore, 
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control of fouling via surface modification seems to be a 
promising technique. 
Numerous studies have been conducted in order to reduce 
membrane fouling with the use of charged ultrafiltration 
membranes. Zydney and co-workers studied the effect of 
electrostatic interactions between charged proteins and 
charged membranes and demonstrated that pH values and 
ionic strengths have profound effects on protein separation [7]. Nystrom et al. studied UF with charged membranes and 
separated enzymes from fermentation broth and myoglobin 
from BSA, with high selectivity being achieved for the smaller 
protein at its isoelectric point (IEP) [8]. Fractionation of a 
protein mixture (myoglobin and cytochrome c) was also 
attempted with positively (sulfonated) and negatively charged 
(aminated with quaternary group) PES UF membranes near 
to the IEP of one of the proteins. High transmission of the 
neutral protein and strong electrostatic repulsion of the 
charged protein with the membrane matrix was observed [9]. 
Van Reis and colleagues studied the effect of a 100 kDa 
charged polyethersulfone membranes on BSA and antigen 
Fab separation. By selecting the appropriate membrane 
charge and optimum operating pH, more than 900-fold 
purification and 94% yield of BSA was achieved [10].  
Another approach was the use of block copolymers to create 
highly ordered pores in the nanometer range. To do this, 
Karunakaran and coworkers prepared isoporous membranes 
with highly ordered pores in the nanometer range, by 
combining the self-assembly of PS-b-PEO block copolymer 
and water induced phase separation. Protein rejection 
measurements were carried out for BSA and γ-globulin with 
values of 67% and 99%, respectively [11].  
The objective of this work is to investigate the influence of 
removal of impurities remaining, after previous purification 
steps, using charged ultrafiltration membranes of 
polyethersulphone (PES), with a nominal MWCO of 300 kDa, 
and its impact on product yield and processability. Such 
polishing would ideally retain mAbs in the retentate and let the 
impurities permeate. To achieve this goal, a method of 
membrane derivatization was adapted to commercial 
available PES membranes and its surface hydrophilicity, 
morphologies, and permeability of the membranes were 
thoroughly characterized. The PES membranes were 
functionalized using polyethyleneimine (PEI) followed by 
cross-linking with butanedioldiglycidylether (BUDGE), to 
create a positively charged membrane. The positive charge is 
expected to impose the necessary electrostatic repulsion 
between the membrane pores surface and the positively 
charged mAbs molecules to prevent them to convectively flow 
through the membrane pore. 
 

2. Experimental methods  
2.1. Materials 
Ultrafiltration PES membranes with a nominal molecular 
weight cutoff of 300 kDa were purchased from Novasep (Lyon, 
France). For their modification, the following chemicals were 
used: sulfuric acid (H2SO4), 99.9% purity; polyethyleneimine 
(PEI, 2000 MW) with a concentration of 50% in water and 
butanedioldiglycidylether (BUDGE), technical grade, at 60%, 
all obtained from Sigma-Aldrich (Steinhein, Germany). 
Dipotassium hydrogen phosphate (K2HPO4), sodium di-
hydrogen phosphate anhydrous (NaH2PO4), sodium chloride 
(NaCl), DL-dithiothreitol (DTT) solution 1M in water, 
ammonium persulfate (APS) and 
N,N,N',N'tetramethylethylenediamine (TEMED) were 
obtained from Sigma-Aldrich. A 40% 
acrylamide/bisacrylamide (29:1) solution was obtained from 
Bio-Rad (Hercules, CA, USA). Coomassie Plus (Bradford) 

Protein Assay was purchased from Thermo Scientific Pierce 
(Rockford, IL, USA).  
Human normal immunoglobulin, under the trade name 
Gammanorm®, was obtained from Octapharma (Lachen, 
Switzerland), with a concentration of 165 mg/mL and 95% IgG 
(59% IgG1; 36% IgG2; 4.9% IgG3; 0.5% IgG4) and at 
maximum 82.5 μg/mL of IgA. Bovine serum albumin (BSA) 
standards (2 mg/mL) and Coomassie Plus (Bradford) Protein 
Assay were purchased from Thermo Scientific Pierce 
(Rockford, IL, USA). Fetal bovine serum (FBS) was an ultra-
low IgG variant purchased from Gibco® by Life Technologies 
(California, United States). Its levels of IgG are lower than 5 
μg/mL, the bovine viral diarrhoea titter is low or undetectable, 
endotoxin level is inferior to 50 EU/mL and the hemoglobin 
levels inferior to 25 mg/dL. CHO cell supernatant was 
produced by the research team of Icosagen AS, partner of the 
European Project – INTENSO. This supernatant contains a 
humanized monoclonal antibody, from the IgG1 subclass. 
This antibody is derived from mouse anti-hepatitis C virus 
subtype 1b NS5B (nonstructural protein 5B) monoclonal 
antibody 9A2 expressed in mouse hybridoma culture. The 
cDNA of antibody variable regions were isolated and cloned 
into the human IgG1 constant region-containing antibody 
expression vector. The CHO cells were grown in a mix of two 
serum-free growth media, the CD CHO Medium (Gibco®, 
Carlsbad, CA) and the 293 SFM II Medium (Gibco®). The final 
concentration of IgG in the cell supernatant at harvest is 
around 0.1 g/L. 
All the other reagents were of analytical grade and used as 
acquired without any further purification. The water used in all 
experiments was obtained from a Milli-Q system (Millipore, 
Bedford, MA, USA), unless otherwise specified.  
 

2.2. Surface modification 
For the preparation of the negatively charged membranes, 
PES membranes , with an IEP of 5.5 [12], where directly 
exposed to 0.5 N of H2SO4, by convection, at room 
temperature for 3 h [13]. Prior to use, the acid solution was 
centrifuged (12000 g, for 30 min) to remove any particles or 
contaminants that could be suspended. After sulfonation, 
membranes were washed with water and stored in a water 
solution with 0.02% sodium azide, which acts as a 
preservative. 
The negatively charged PES membranes were immersed in 
10 mL aqueous solution with 5 g/L of PEI for 8 h, at 
atmospheric pressure and room temperature, with constant 
agitation, to promote good mixing. Prior to the experiment, all 
membranes were subjected to light vacuum to remove air 
bubbles that could still be at the surface and impair wetting. 
The modified membranes were then washed with 5 mL of 
water (at least three times with light agitation) and stored. The 
modified membrane was denoted as PES+PEI (IEP value of 
10.2 [14]). 
The modified PES+PEI membranes were immersed in 10 mL 
of 150 mM BUDGE solution in methanol and allowed to react 
overnight to obtain a cross-linked positive membrane [14]. The 
membranes where then washed with 5 mL methanol and 
water (three times each, with light agitation) and stored in at 4 ºC until further characterization. The cross-linked membrane 
was denoted as PES+PEI+BUDGE (IEP value of 9 [14]). 
 

2.3. Membrane characterization 
 2.3.1. Surface morphology – SEM 

The outside surface and outer cross-section morphologies of 
the raw and modified membranes were observed using a field 
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emission gun scanning electron microscope (FEG-SEM, 
model JSM7001F, JEOL Ltd), under standard high-vacuum 
conditions and 10000 x and 20000 x magnifications, operating 
at an acceleration voltage of 15kV. Beforehand, all the membranes were washed, frozen at -70º C and then freeze-
dried by lyophilisation, to remove their moisture. The samples 
were freeze-fractured in liquid nitrogen (only samples cross-
section inspection), followed by gold coating in a sputtering 
device (model Q150T ES, Quorum Technologies Ltd). 
 
2.3.2.  Contact angle 
Static contact angles were determined using the captive 
bubble method. Membrane samples, used as taken from 
preservation solution, were placed horizontally on the top of a 
ceramic glass support. Afterwards, they were placed in a glass 
cell, with the testing surface facing down, and filled with water 
at room temperature. Air bubbles of the uniform size, were 
made at the tip of an underneath U-shaped needle using a 
micrometric syringe and injected to the testing surface. 
Bubble images were acquired using a video camera (CV-A50, 
JAI, UK) attached to a microscope (Wild M3Z, Leica, 
Germany) which is connected to a frame grabber (DT3155, 
Data Translation, Germany). After attachment of the released 
bubbles to the solid surface, the images were recorded for 30 
s, with a total of 8 pictures taken for each bubble. Also, to 
study the variation of the contact angles trough time, one 
assay was performed during 1300 s, with a total of 27 pictures 
taken for each membrane. The image acquisition and analysis 
were performed using the Axisymmetric Drop Shape Analysis 
Profile software. Eight to ten captive bubbles were formed on 
each sample and the picture-derived shape parameters 
averaged. 
 
2.3.3.  Pure water flux measurements 
Membranes were tested in a lab-scale stirred-cell filtration 
setup (Total volume of 10 mL, Amicon model 8010, Millipore 
Corp., Bedford, MA, USA) for membrane disks of 25 mm diameter that was connected to a reservoir (≈ 250 mL). The 
reservoir and/or stirred cell was pressurized with compressed 
air (50 to 300 kPa), and all experiments were conducted at 
room temperature. Permeated fluids, collected at atmospheric 
pressure, were directed to vials onto a digital balance (PB 
3002, Mettler Toledo, Switzerland), which was used to weight 
the permeate solution continuously through the operation 
time. 
Membranes were initially pre-compacted by filtration of water 
at 300 kPa of applied pressure for 30 min to reach a stable 
permeation flux. The membranes pure water flux was 
evaluated at different pressures (50-150 kPa), with growing 
intensity, and was calculated using the following equation: 
= = ×            (1) 

where Lp is the hydraulic permeability (m), Qp the permeate 
flow rate through the membrane (m3s-1), Am the effective 
filtration surface area of the membrane ( 3.43 cm2), and TMP 
the transmembrane pressure (Pa). To study the effect of 
different ionic strengths and pH values on membranes, the 
feeding tank was charged with different solutions: NaCl 
solutions , 1 mM and 10 mM, adjusted to three different pH 
values (5, 7 and 9), using 0.1 M NaOH. The membrane was 
washed with water after each experimental run to thoroughly 
remove residues of the previous solute. Three membranes 
were tested for each modification and operation condition and 
the average results are presented. 

2.3.4.  Ultrafiltration assays 
Ultrafiltration assays were conducted for three different protein 
solutions to evaluate flux variability and recovery ratio (FRR), 
protein rejection (R) and adsorption, at known pH and 
transmembrane pressure. Solutions (V0 = 9 mL) of 0.1 g/L IgG, 
of 2.5 % FBS and of both proteins at the same latter 
concentrations (denominated mimetic serum cell culture 
supernatant – M. serum) were prepared in 10 mM phosphate 
buffer (PB), at three different pH values (5, 7 and 9), as feed 
solutions. All filtration experiments were performed at 50 kPa, 
room temperature and agitation (400 rpm). Different fractions 
of permeate were collected: the initial, with an approximate 
volume of 5 mL, and the second, with a volume of 1.5 mL. This 
was conducted discontinuously, without stopping the 
procedure. Flux reduction was studied as function of time and 
volumetric concentration factor (VFC): 

= = ( )           (2) 
where V0 is the initial volume, VR the retained volume and VF 
the volume of permeated solution. Flux reduction is the ratio between the operational flux after rehearsals with proteins (J) 
and the initial water flux (J0). 
Protein observed rejection was determined using the following 
equation, 
= 1 − × 100%           (3) 

where Cp and Cr are the concentration of the permeate and 
retentate solution respectively. The second fraction of 
permeate was used to calculate, R, when the permeate and 
retentate data are representative of equilibrium. The total 
protein concentration of both permeate and retentate was 
measured with an UV-visible spectrophotometer at 595 nm 
using the Bradford assay [Spectramax 384 Plus from 
Molecular Devices (Sunnyvale, CA, USA)]. IgG concentration 
was determined using an ÄktaTM Purifier 10 system from GE 
Healthcare equipped with an analytical POROS Protein A 
affinity column (2.1 x 30 mm) from Applied Biosystems (Foster 
City, CA, USA). 
After each run, the membranes were washed with 10 mL of 
water, for five minutes, and the water flux was determined 
again at 0.5 bar. To evaluate the membrane-solute 
interactions the flux recovery rate was calculated using the 
following equation: 

(%) = × 100%           (4) 
where J1 is the water flux of the virgin membrane and J2 is the 
water flux after cleaning. If the water flux, after protein 
filtration, is lower than the initially determined, membranes 
were regenerated with 10 mL of NaOH, 0.1 M, inside the UF 
cell, with agitation for one hour, without permeation.  
To study the behaviour of the membranes, a CHO cell 
supernatant was also used in permeation experiments. For 
these experiments, only the best operating conditions, 
previously found with IgG and FBS, were tested. 
 
2.3.5. Analytical methods 
The concentration of IgG in the feed, permeate and retentate, 
resultant from the UF experiments, was determined by affinity 
chromatography in ÄktaTM Purifier 10 system from GE 
Healthcare equipped with an analytical POROS Protein A 
affinity column (2.1 x 30 mm) from Applied Biosystems (Foster 
City, CA, USA). Samples containing IgG were diluted 10× 
(permeate 1 and 2) and 15× (feed and retentate) in the 
adsorption buffer – 50 mM sodium phosphate buffer at pH 7.4 
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containing 150 mM NaCl – and 0.5 mL were injected in the 
column using an autosampler A-900 from GE Healthcare. 
Elution was triggered by decreasing the pH to 2–3, using 12 
mM HCl with 150 mM NaCl during. Absorbance was 
monitored at 280nm. 
The concentration of total protein in the feed, permeate and 
retentate were determined by the Bradford method using a 
Coomassie Plus kit from Pierce (Rockford, IL, USA). Bovine 
serum albumin (BSA) was used as a standard for protein 
calibration. The assays were set up in 96-well polystyrene 
microplates and the absorbance was read at 595 nm in a 
Spectramax 384 Plus microplate reader from Molecular 
Devices (Sunnyvale, CA, USA). 
 

2.3.6.  Protein adsorption 
Protein adsorption was evaluated by performing mass 
balances to the UF experiments.  In a filtration process, 
proteins may pass through the membrane, remain in 
retentate, and reversibly or irreversibly adhere onto/into the 
membranes. To investigate this, samples of the feed solution, 
permeate and retentate were collected and their protein 
concentrations were measured. Afterwards, the mass of IgG 
and total protein was determined for each fraction, allowing 
the calculation of adsorbed protein on the membrane. The 
adsorbed amount of total protein and IgG per unit area of 
membrane (Q, g/cm2) is defined as: 
=            (5) 

where A is the effective membrane area (cm2). 
 

3. Results and discussion 
 

3.1. Contact angle 
The calculated contact angles for a water droplet on top of the 
unmodified and modified membranes are shown in Table 1. 
Since the angle measured in the setup by the software is the 
angle through an air bubble, the reported one is the complementary (180º - θsoftware). The contact angles between 
membranes don’t show great variability, which may indicate 
that the functionalization does not influence much the 
membranes wettability. According to other authors [15], the 
contact angle of PES membranes, with a MWCO of 20 kDa and using captive drop method, is 41±8º, while [16] reported 
that, for membranes with 100 kDa using the sessile drop method, the angle is 56±3º. Although the membranes used on 
this work have higher MWCO, the obtained contact angles are 
very similar. Some differences could be accounted to the 
permeation of bubbles in membrane pores, making the 
comparison between published data very difficult. Regarding 
the hydrophobic/hydrophilic character of membranes, they exhibit a hydrophilic character, since θ < 90º [17]. Differences  
 

between modified and unmodified membranes were 
expected, but experimentally did not occur. The introduction 
of hydrophilic compounds, like PEI, should have decreased 
contact angles [18], which was not observed. The possible 
explanation for this is, since the molecular layer of PEI is very 
thin, the differences in contact angles are not significant.  
Another aspect that was investigated was the evolution of 
contact angles through times. The results of this analysis are 
presented in Figure 1. As one can see, the variability of 
contact angles with time, for all membranes, is negligible, and 
is inside the standard deviation. 

 
Figure 1 – Time dependence of contact angles of single samples of 
unmodified and modified membranes (PES+PEI and 
PES+PEI+BUDGE). 
In order to evaluate the effect of fouling on the membranes 
contact angle, experiments were conducted after ultrafiltration 
runs with simulated CHO supernatant solutions (Table 1). 
The convective exposure of membranes to the protein 
solutions reduced the contact angle significantly for the 
unmodified PES and modified PES+PEI membranes. In 
contrast, the membrane modified with PEI and BUDGE did not 
change significantly after exposure. This phenomenon could 
be explained by a different profile of adsorption of proteins on 
the membrane surface. Proteins, such as IgG, albumin and 
other components of FBS, could have adsorbed to the 
membrane surface, probably by hydrophobic interactions, 
decreasing membrane contact angle, and increasing 
membrane hydrophilicity. For the cross-linked membrane, 
BUDGE could have increased hydrophobicity of the 
membrane due to the alkyl chain, but this does not happen to 
the unused membranes, where this phenomenon should have 
also been predominant. Therefore, this difference is probably 
attributed to heterogeneity of contact angles through the 
membrane. 
  

Table 1 – Characteristics of unmodified (PES) and modified (PES+PEI and PES+PEI+BUDGE) membranes. Contact angle values presented regard 
to the unused (θunused) and fouled (θfouled) membranes. Permeabilities pertain to their first use in filtration assays. 

    Lpb [L/(m2.h.kPa)] – 10 mM Lpc [L/(m2.h.kPa)] – 1 mM 
Membrane θunused (º) θfouled (º) Lpa [L/(m2.h.kPa)] pH = 5 pH = 7 pH = 9 pH = 5 pH = 7 pH = 9 
PES 49±5 27±3 16.2 ± 0.1 14.4    

± 0.2 
12.2    

± 0.04 
11.3    
± 0.3 

11.7    
± 0.5 

10.6    
± 0.06 

10.7    
± 0.8 

PES+PEI 48±4 35±2 17.7 ± 1.3 15.6    
± 1.4 

13.4    
± 0.9 

11.3    
± 1.1 

10.6    
± 0.6 

7.80    
± 0.5 

6.38    
± 0.2 

PES+PEI+ 
BUDGE 49±4 44±1 13.8 ± 0.5 23.7    

± 0.3 
21.4    
± 1.1 

17.7    
± 0.6 

16.4    
± 0.9 

13.8    
± 0.2 

12.3    
± 0.6 

For permeability data: a From flux measurements with pure water at pH 5.3; b From flux measurements with 10 mM NaCl; c From flux measurements 
with 1 mM NaCl 
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Figure 2 – SEM images of PES unused (top and middle rows) and fouled membranes (bottom row): top layer at 20000× or 10000× and cross section 
at 150× magnification. No visible change in membrane morphology for the surface of the support structure (non-selective surface) or cross-section of fouled membranes is seen therefore the SEM images are not presented. Top row bars = 1 µm. 
 
3.2. Surface morphology 
SEM images of the morphology of the upper surface (selective 
part of the membrane) and cross-section, before and after UF 
experiments, are shown in Figure 2. 
Each membrane exhibits a smooth surface, with a 
heterogeneous distribution of pores, and has a sponge like 
top-layer, supported by an entangled fibres structure. The 
magnification of membranes seems to show very little 
regarding the surface modification. This may be due to the fact 
that the layer of PEI is a very thin molecular layer. On the PES 
modified with PEI and BUDGE some debris can be seen on 
the top of the surface, which may have been caused by the 
derivatization process or by insufficient washing, but that is 
impossible to ascertain. 
The morphology of fouled membranes was also evaluated. 
Membranes after ultrafiltration with protein solutions of IgG 
and FBS were rinsed with water in the UF cell, for five minutes, 
with agitation. The morphology of membranes after UF 
experiments is visibly different from the cleaned ones. The 
surface is rougher, with smaller pores and with a layer of 
debris. This suggests that, due to the adsorption of proteins 
during the experiments, the fouling effect is large and also 
indicates that the regeneration of membranes is a very 
important step to maintain membrane operationality and 
permeability. 
 
3.3. Pure water flux measurements 
The pure water flux of membranes, at pH 5.3 and different 
pressures was measured to see the effect of modifications on 
membrane permeability. The calculated values of the 

permeabilities, determined by simple linear regression using 
eq. (1), are summarized in Table 1. 
The pure water flux increases linearly for all membranes with 
the increase in applied transmembrane pressure, 
demonstrating that membrane water permeation followed the 
Darcy’s law/model. Regarding the differences between 
membranes, it was expected that the modified membranes 
had the lowest fluxes due to the formation of a layer on its 
surface, but that did not happen. The membrane modified with 
PEI has the highest flux values, followed by precursor PES 
and PES+PEI+BUDGE.  
There are two possible explanations for this phenomena. The 
first is related to the hydrophilic character of PEI. This polymer 
is a hydrophilic compound that is connected to the membrane 
by fragile electrostatic interactions. During permeability 
experiments, the enhancement of membrane hydrophilicity 
could increase the pure water flux. The other explanation 
could be related to the disruption and/or damage of the 
precursor PES chains packing and linking, due to the reaction 
of immobilization of an initiator (sulphonic group) by acid 
treatment. 
The different fluxes observed between membranes modified 
with PEI and PEI+BUDGE could be explained by the type of 
conformation that the PEI polymers acquire. According to 
Choudhury and Roy [19], PEI conformation is highly 
influenced by the pH of the solution. At basic pH values, the 
polymer is coiled, while at acidic pH the chains are elongated. 
When the membrane is only modified with PEI, the influence 
of the conformations may not be limiting. When the chain is 
elongated it could possibly be mobile and create lower 
plugging effect on the pore than the coiled conformation. 
BUDGE gives stability to the layer of PEI decreasing space for 
the mobility of its chains. Therefore, pure water flux is reduced. 
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3.4. Influence of ionic strength 
To study the effect of different ionic strengths on membrane 
efficiency, permeation studies were conducted with two 
different concentrations of salt (1 mM and 10 mM of NaCl) and 
at three different pH values (5, 7 and 9). The results regarding 
permeability are summarized on Table 1. Regarding ionic 
strength, permeation flux is higher with an increase in salt 
concentration. When the membrane acquires an electric 
charge, on the surface or interior of the pore, the requirement 
for electroneutrality leads to the formation of an electrical 
double layer. With an increase of ionic strength, the thickness 
of the electrical double layer of the membrane pore reduces. 
Therefore, the “effective” pore size increases and approaches 
the real pore size, increasing solution permeation flux. The 
influence of the pH value is also a very important parameter 
to take into consideration. For the same salt concentration, the 
value of flux decreased with the increase in pH, even though 
that change is not significant for unmodified membranes. 
Change in the pH value of the solutions can lead to a 
conformational change of PEI resulting in changes of the pore 
size of membrane. Under low pH conditions, PEI is completely 
protonated and there is a steady increase in the electrostatic 
interactions. This causes repulsion among the monomeric 
units of the polymer elongating the PEI chain to minimize 
interactions. Also, this electrostatic repulsions can happen, 
not also between monomers, but also between the different 
moieties on the membrane. As mentioned before, the motility 
of the elongated polymer could increase permeability, as it is 
shown by the high values of permeability at pH 5. At lower pH, 
the polymer is deprotonated, acquiring a coiled structure. This 
will decrease motility and decrease pore size. Therefore, 
permeability decreases, as it is shown by the values obtained 
at pH 9.  
Regarding the differences between modified membranes, the 
PES+PEI+BUDGE membrane showed the highest values of 
permeability, even though one could expect that it had similar 
values to the PES+PEI membrane. One possible explanation 
is that, since BUDGE is cross-linked with PEI, the number of 
electrostatic repulsions are lower than the ones for the 
membrane only modified with PEI. This would decrease the 
swelling of the membrane pore and as consequence increase 
permeability of ionic solutions. 
Another important factor is the IEP. According to other 
experimental works,  the IEP of membranes modified with PEI 
and BUDGE are 10.2 and 9 [14], respectively, and for the PES 
membrane is 5.5. At the IEP, the repulsion between polymer 
moieties is negligible, because the net charge of the 
membrane is zero, which in turn decreases membrane pore 
swelling (that happens at higher pH values). For the 
unmodified PES membrane, this effect is clearly noticeable. 
At pH 5, the net charge of the membrane is approximately 
zero, decreasing polymer-polymer repulsions and increasing 
permeability. For the modified membranes this is not as 
noticeable as for the precursor membrane. Although this is 
true, it is possible to see that, at pH 9, the permeability values, 
for both membranes, have less disparity between themselves 
than for pH 5 and 7. Probably, the swelling of the pore at this 
point is only due to the polymer conformation and not to the 
electrostatic repulsions between polymer moieties of the 
membrane. 
 
3.5. Fouling experiments 
The data presented in this section only takes into 
consideration experiments performed with 0.1 g/L IgG; 2.5% 
FBS; and a mimetic serum cell culture supernatant (M. serum) 
composed by 0.1 g/L IgG and 2.5% FBS, at a constant 
transmembrane pressure of 0.5 bar. 

3.5.1. Flux measurements 
To have a better understanding of membrane behaviour, only 
data regarding UF experiments with a mimetic serum cell 
culture supernatant will be show, for different pH values and 
membranes. 

 
Figure 3 – Flux reduction (J/J0) as function of volumetric 
concentration factor (VCF), for the UF of a mimetic serum cell culture 
supernatant composed by 0.1 g/L IgG and 2.5% FBS for unmodified 
and modified PES membranes for different pH values (A – pH 5; B – 
pH 7; C – pH 9). 
From the analysis of the data (Figure 3), it is possible to 
observe that the flux loss is higher as the volumetric 
concentration factor increases. Also, solutions with higher 
content of protein, such as solutions with FBS, have higher 
flux reductions than others only with IgG. This makes sense 
because, since the concentration of protein is very high, the 
concentration polarization and fouling effects are more 
noticeable. Another important aspect to take into 
consideration is the fact that, at the end of the UF experiments, 
the concentration on the membrane surface could be sufficient 
to form a gel layer. This would lead to another sharp decrease 
on filtration flux, since the TMP was kept constant. However, 
that does not happen. For all solutions, there is some loss in 
flux (especially for FBS and IgG solutions), due to the increase 
in pore clogging, but it is not sharp. This means that the final 
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concentration of solutes (VCF = 6) was not enough to induce 
more flux reduction. 
Regarding pH, it is interesting to observe that, for alkaline pH 
values, the decrease in flux is smaller and, as a consequence, 
the time required to filtrate the same volume of solution 
decreases. This reduction is associated with the changes in 
electrostatic interactions between the membrane and the 
proteins. At pH 5 (Figure 3 – A), all the membranes are 
positively charged and the interactions between solute and 
membrane are related to electrostatic interactions. The FBS 
present in solution has a very low IEP, which means that, at 
pH 5, it is negatively charged, therefore interacting with the 
positively charged membranes.  
For pH 7 (Figure 3 – B), there is a change in the net charge of 
the membranes, which will influence the dynamics of the UF 
experiments. The precursor membrane is now negatively 
charged, which will make it more attracted to positively 
charged molecules, like the IgG present in solution. FBS is 
negatively charged so the repulsion is higher, which in turn 
has a positive effect in the initial flux reduction (Figure 3 – B). 
Regarding the modified membranes at pH 7, the flux reduction 
is more accentuated than for pH 5. This happens because the 
number of negatively charged molecules is higher than for pH 
5, interacting more with the membrane, which in turn will 
increase the fouling effect.  
For pH 9 (Figure 3 – C) the flux reduction is less accentuated 
for the modified membranes, which in turns makes the 
filtration faster. Flux reduction is higher for the precursor 
membrane, due to the fact that both membrane and proteins 
have the same charge (negative) increasing repulsion and 
decreasing permeation. 
 
3.5.2.  Flux recovery 
Flux recovery is an important parameter when evaluating 
membrane reverse fouling after water rinsing. This parameter 
was calculated after UF experiments with different protein 
solutions, at different pH values.  
Table 2 - Flux recovery rate (FRR, %) on the membranes after UF 
experiments with different protein solutions and pH values. 

 pH 5 
Membrane FBS IgG M. serum 
PES 45 32 57 
PES+PEI 41 37 67 
PES+PEI+BUDGE 25 33 48 
 pH 7 
PES 50 50 50 
PES+PEI 51 51 51 
PES+PEI+BUDGE 50 50 50 
 pH 9 
PES 45 51 51 
PES+PEI 59 53 43 
PES+PEI+BUDGE 52 34 40 

 
From a general perspective, FRR is lower after UF 
experiments with IgG. These solutions are less concentrated 
but the IgG molecule is considerably larger than the 
components in the FBS and probably protein deposition at the 
pore levels is higher, and cannot be removed by the pre-wash. 
The modification of membranes as well as the operation at 

different pH values does not improve FRR. To better 
understand the effects of protein adsorption on flux recovery, 
the determination of protein rejection and adsorbed quantity is 
crucial. 
 
3.6. Protein rejection 
To understand the fouling effect of proteins on membranes, 
the rejection and adsorption of total protein was calculated. As 
mentioned before, the behaviour of membranes regarding 
protein rejection is highly influenced by the charge of both the 
substrate and solute species, but also by membrane pore size 
and polymer behaviour. 
At pH 5 (Figure 4 – A), the majority of proteins in the IgG 
solution are positively charged. The precursor membrane, 
with an approximate IEP of 5.5, could already exhibit no net 
charge on the surface and pore level. This decreases 
electrostatic interactions between the membrane and charge 
proteins, decreasing rejection. Also, the amount of IgG 
adsorbed on the membrane is less, resulting in a smaller 
decrease in flux. 
For the modified membranes, both are positively charged, 
increasing electrostatic repulsions between species, resulting 
in higher rejection. Regarding FBS, almost all the proteins 
present are negatively charged and have the ability to interact 
with the charged modified membranes (PES+PEI and 
PES+PEI+BUDGE).This increases rejection, due to the 
adsorption of species on the surface and pore. The membrane 
modified with BUDGE has smaller values because, due to the 
cross-linking with PEI, has a lower number of positive charges 
available. This results in smaller surface, decreasing 
interactions between polymer and proteins. For the precursor 
membrane, FBS rejection is smaller when compared to the 
modified membranes, but still has very high values. As 
mentioned before, this membrane could exhibit no net charge, 
reducing interactions with the negatively charged proteins of 
FBS and decrease rejection, but this does not explain the high 
values of R. The explanation for this could be protein fouling. 
The deposition of proteins on the surface, clogs the pores, 
making it difficult for proteins to filtrate. This increases 
adsorption, which in turn decreases flux and increases 
rejection. 
For the mimetic serum solution, all membranes exhibit high 
rejection. This could be related to interactions and repulsion 
of molecules, but probably is ruled by pore reduction by 
membrane fouling. With the increase of adsorbed species, the 
amount of proteins that filtrate are smaller, increasing 
concentration of the retentate.  
At pH 7, a very high concentration of proteins in the IgG 
solution are negatively charged and, therefore, can interact 
with the positively charged membranes. This is visible by the 
high values of rejection presented in Figure 4 - B. For the 
precursor membrane, the charge is the same as the majority 
of proteins in solution, increasing repulsion and rejection. The 
proteins present in FBS, at pH 7, are negatively charged. 
Therefore, the interactions between the precursor membrane 
and proteins are very difficult, resulting in electrostatic 
repulsion and rejection. Unfortunately, the obtained values 
were not high enough, to demonstrate this effect. In regards 
to the modified membranes, both species have different 
charges, the membranes are positively charged and proteins 
negatively charged. Again, this should increase interactions 
and rejection. But once again, this does not happen. Perhaps, 
the amount of available charges are lower than expected, due 
to the conformation that the polymers acquire, decreasing the 
interactions and rejection. Again, the total protein rejection 
obtained for the mimetic serum solutions are very high. This is 
possibly explained by the high fouling effect of membranes, 
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which in turn clogs the pores, reducing its size. This increases 
the concentration of proteins on the retentate, increasing total 
rejection.  
 

 
Figure 4 – Rejection of total protein (%) for different feeding solutions 
and membranes, at different pH values: A – pH 5; B – pH 7; C – pH 9. 
At pH 9 (Figure 4 – C), all proteins in solution are negatively 
charged, as well as the precursor membrane. The values of 
protein rejection should be higher when compared to the 
modified membranes, since the IEP are above the operational 
pH value. In regards to IgG, the precursor membranes follow 
this trend, with values of rejection reaching 92%. This could 
be explained by the difficulty of proteins to pass through the 
pore, due to the electrostatic repulsion between the 
membrane and solutes. The same behaviour should be 
expected for the other solutions, but in fact rejection values 
are smaller. Perhaps the small net charge of the membrane 
surface allows for low electrostatic repulsion between the 
charged species of the membrane and the negatively charged 
proteins, making so that some protein content is eluted. When 
proteins elute, the rejection decreases, because the 
concentration of retentate is lower. Also, the high protein 
content induces membrane fouling, which in turn decreases 
flux and increases protein adsorption. 
For modified membranes, the rejection values for the different 
protein solutions are very similar. The IEP of both membranes 
are very close to the operational pH value. Since both 
membranes are positively charged, the electrostatic 
interactions between proteins and the polymers are strong, 
making so that proteins adsorb on the membrane. This could 

be an explanation as to why rejection is lower for modified 
membranes. It is important to state that, the amount of 
proteins that adsorb on the membranes is very high. Even 
though there is repulsion of species for the precursor 
membranes, adsorption is still a limiting factor. The amount of 
total protein that adsorbs is as high for the precursor (1.73 
mg/cm2) as for the modified PES+PEI+BUDGE (1.73 
mg/cm2). The membrane modified with PEI has the lowest 
amount of adsorption (0.79 mg/cm2). One possible 
explanation for this is the overall charge of the membrane. 
Since the IEP of the membrane was assumed to be close to 
other modified membranes, perhaps, at pH 9, the net charge 
of the membrane is zero, making it neutral. This decreases 
interactions between charged proteins and membrane, 
decreasing adsorption. Although the values of adsorption are 
lower, rejection of protein is still high. Therefore, further 
studies should be done, concerning this matter.  
For the determination of the optimal operational conditions, 
one must combine the amount of IgG adsorbed on the 
membrane with the best retention values. Therefore, pH 9 
offers the best results. A possible explanation for this is the 
combination of two factors: electrostatic repulsions and 
polymer conformation. At pH 9, the membrane and species in 
solution have opposite charges. This interaction increases 
retention, but in turns should increase adsorption. But, from 
the results, this adsorption is smaller at pH 9. This is where 
the conformation could influence membrane behaviour. When 
the polymer has a coiled conformation, the number of charged 
moieties are reduced, decreasing interactions with the 
charged membranes, reducing adsorption. Another 
explanation could be related to the IEP of the membrane. 
Perhaps, at pH 9, the membrane already exhibits no net 
charge, increasing permeability. But this would lead to a 
reduction of rejection, which is not verified.  
Also, and since proteins have the same charge, the 
interactions between charged proteins in solution are reduced. 
Unfortunately, the contamination could also be a determining 
factor. For pH 9, not only IgG but also FBS is negatively 
charged. So, and since FBS is in much higher concentration, 
the membrane is saturated with FBS not allowing the 
adsorption of IgG. To better study the influence of pH on 
protein solutions, two operational conditions – pH 7 and 9 – 
were studied with a real cell culture supernatant, for the 
modified membranes. 
 
3.7. CHO cell supernatant 
Experiments with a CHO cell supernatant were performed with 
the same operational conditions as the ones with IgG and 
FBS. Results for the flux reduction, as of time volumetric 
concentration factor, for the modified membranes are shown 
in Figure 5. 
The first thing that comes to attention is the fact that the UF 
time is almost three times higher than the one for the 
previously described solutions. The protein content present in 
the supernatant solution is higher, with a large variety of 
protein sizes. Regarding flux reduction, it is more accentuated 
for pH 7 than for pH 9 and, as consequence, the time it takes 
to filter the solutions is higher. It is also important to mention 
that, at the end of the UF experiments, the flux maintains a 
low constant value, which could reflect membrane fouling by 
pore clogging and concentration by polarization. 
To better comprehend the flux reduction patterns, the 
determination of protein adsorption and rejection is important. 
By observing the data from Table 3, the adsorbed amount of 
IgG is very small for both membranes, but there is a slight 
increase with pH. At pH 7, the majority of proteins, not IgG, 
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are negatively charged, which will cause an increase of the 
attraction between charged species and membrane. 
 

 
Figure 5 – Flux reduction (J/J0) as function of volumetric 
concentration factor (VCF), for the UF of a CHO cell supernatant solution with modified PES+PEI (A) and PES+PEI+BUDGE (B) 
membranes. 
The rejection of total proteins for both membranes is high, with 
a slight increase with pH, even though it is negligible. This high 
retention is probably related with membrane fouling due to 
protein adsorption. When values for IgG rejection were 
calculated, it was possible to see that the membranes do not 
separate the proteins selectively. Initially, the protein solution 
is filtered through the membrane, which will cause a reduction 
of flux, due to pore clogging. This will increase the 
concentration of both IgG and other proteins in the retentate, 
because passage through the pore is more difficult. 
Table 3 – Adsorbed amount (Q, mg/cm2) and retention (R, %) of total 
protein (T) and IgG on the membrane surface of modified PES+PEI and PES+PEI+BUDGE membranes, for different pH values. 

 pH 7 
Membrane QT 

(mg/cm2) 
RT 
(%) 

QIgG 
(mg/cm2) 

RIgG 
(%) 

PES+PEI 0.96 86 0.049 56 
PES+PEI+ 
BUDGE 1.20 90 0.033 44 
 pH 9 
PES+PEI 1.03 91 0.050 41 
PES+PEI+ 
BUDGE 1.19 92 0.053 53 

 
To better evaluate the data, purity of IgG was determined for 
the permeate fractions (first (1st) and second (2nd) 
permeates) and retentate. The purity values were obtained by 
the ratio of IgG concentration on each fraction by the total 
concentration in the same fraction of each experiment, and 
are presented on Table 4. 
 

Table 4 – Comparison of IgG purity (%) for different fractions obtained 
after UF of a CHO cell supernatant solution, with modified membranes at different pH values. Values were obtained after total protein 
quantification by Bradford method. 

Membrane pH 1st 
permeate 

2nd 
permeate Retentate 

PES+PEI 7 25 40 13 
9 53 72 10 

PES+PEI+ 
BUDGE 

7 47 60 11 
9 48 68 11 

From the presented data it is possible to conclude that the 
fractions with higher IgG purity are the permeates. There is 
also a small increase in purity values with pH. For the 
PES+PEI membrane, purity achieves values of 72% and for 
the PES+PEI+BUDGE of 68%, for the second permeate, 
which seems to be a very promising result. Unfortunately, the 
scope of this work was to retain the IgG molecules on the 
retentate, due to the electrostatic repulsions from both 
charged species – membrane and proteins. Even though the 
results were not the ones expected, this could be a starting 
point. 
 
4. Conclusions 
Monoclonal antibodies are a unique group of biological 
products, with growing market demand and incredible medical 
applications in the treatment of numerous diseases. 
Therefore, the process platforms for the production and 
purification of mAbs should be reliable, robust and must 
efficiently remove impurities. Currently, the downstream 
processing of mAbs employs a protein-A based purification 
step followed by one or two chromatographic polishing steps 
to remove remaining impurities. Alternatives to reduce 
chromatographic steps are a necessity in order to simplify 
processes, reduce costs and facilitate the processing of large 
batches. One of those alternatives is the use of charged 
ultrafiltration membranes. 
In this work, polyethersulfone membranes were sulfonated 
with sulfuric acid, in order to immobilize an initiator at the level 
of the membrane pore, followed by chemical modification with 
polyethyleneimine and cross-linkage with 
butanedioldiglycidylether, in order to create a fully 
functionalized, positively charged membrane. The 
membranes were characterized and permeability studies with 
different solutions and pH values were conducted.  
Water permeability tests suggest that water flux is highly 
influenced by polymer conformation. The enhancement of 
membrane hydrophilicity could increase water flux as well as 
the elongation of polymer chains. Also, the disruption of the 
precursor PES chains by the membrane functionalization 
could lead to increased permeability but so far with no study 
on mechanical consequence. 
The effect of pH and salt in permeability experiments was also 
studied. It was shown that increasing the ionic concentration 
of solutions increases the permeability of the membranes, due 
to the reduction of the electrical double layer which in turn 
increases effective pore size. At higher pH values the 
permeability decreases for modified membranes, due to the 
conformational changes the PEI polymer suffers. This pH 
increase increases polymer charge and pore swelling, 
reducing the effective pore size and permeability. It was also 
shown that the functionalization of membranes does not 
influence membrane integrity or morphology, even after 
sulfonation with sulfuric acid. 
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The charge properties of proteins and membrane are strongly 
affected by pH, and the fouling behaviour is governed by the 
electrostatic interactions between proteins and membrane. It 
was shown that both IgG and FBS proteins adsorbed onto the 
PES and modified membranes causing flux reduction and 
fouling. Also, polymer charge plays a major role on UF 
experiments of protein solutions. At higher pH values the 
separation of proteins was probably governed by the 
electrostatic repulsion of equally charged membranes and 
solutes in solution. Further efforts should be made to better 
understand the effect of charge on conformation and protein 
rejection, with the determination of zeta potentials for modified 
PES membranes. This could shed some light to the different 
behaviours the functionalized membranes exhibited. 
After UF experiments with model solutions, the best 
operational conditions were chosen, based on total adsorbed 
proteins onto membrane surface and IgG rejection. At pH 9, 
IgG rejection for PES+PEI and PES+PEI+BUDGE were 
85.5% and 81.4%, respectively. The adsorbed amount of IgG 
for modified membranes was 0.18 mg/cm2 and 0.10 mg/cm2, 
respectively, which is almost half the amount for other pH 
values. Therefore, it was possible to conclude that the optimal 
pH condition for IgG purification in this system was pH 9. 
The influence of pH in protein selectivity was not a limiting 
factor. In fact, the values obtained for rejection of IgG and total 
protein were basically the same for both pH values and 
membranes. Even though the rejection of IgG is low, the purity 
in the permeate increased with pH, with values, for both 
permeate fractions, reaching around 70%. Also, the 
concentration of IgG on the retentate is very low with purity 
levels of 11%. This is a very interesting result, even though 
both fractions still remain impure. 
To conclude, the main objective of this work was not 
completely achieved. There is a better understanding on how 
membranes modified with PEI and BUDGE work, when 
subjected to different conditions, but the purification of IgG 
based on electrostatic repulsions was not achieved. It was 
expected that IgG would be purified on the retentate, when 
subjected to ideal conditions of pH. Even though this is true, it 
is still a promising result and a starting point to future works. 
Future works could pass by understanding how polymers work 
under different pH conditions and their behaviour under 
different ionic solutions. Also, the most important problem to 
solve is the interference of other proteins on the purification of 
mAbs. Due to their wide range of IEP, there is always other 
species interacting with the membrane besides antibodies, 
increasing adsorption and decreasing selective retention.  
Another strategy could be the use of PEI with higher molecular 
weights to modify PES membranes with nominal MWCO of 
500 kDa. This could allow the recovery of IgG in the permeate, 
with high retention of impurities in the retentate. 
There is also the problem of how the membrane modification 
behaves when fouling takes place. Once the deposition 
occurs, the surface modification is no longer effective and the 
interaction of solute with the membrane is severely reduced. 
This implies that no perfect membrane functionalization exists 
that eliminates fouling completely. To maximize the modified 
surface, other devices should be incorporated to prevent the 
deposition of foulants on the membrane surface, such as 
membrane module design and cleaning. 
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